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	The Handbook of Computational Linguistics and Natural Language Processing, 9781405155816 (1405155817), John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	We started work on this handbook three years ago and, while bringing it to fruition
	has involved a great deal of work, we have enjoyed the process. We are grateful
	to our colleagues who have contributed chapters to the volume. Its quality is due
	to their labor and commitment. We appreciate the considerable time and effort
	that they have invested in making this venture a success. It has been a pleasure
	working with them.


	We owe a debt of gratitude to our editors at Wiley-Blackwell, Danielle
	Descoteaux and Julia Kirk, for their unstinting support and encouragement
	throughout this project. We wish that all scientific-publishing projects were
	blessed with publishers of their professionalism and good nature.


	Finally, we must thank our families for enduring the long period of time that we
	have been engaged in working on this volume. Their patience and good will has
	been a necessary ingredient for its completion.


	The best part of compiling this handbook has been the opportunity that it has
	given each of us to observe in detail and in perspective the wonderful burst of
	creativity that has taken hold of our field in recent years.


	This comprehensive reference work provides an overview of the concepts, methodologies, and applications in computational linguistics and natural language processing (NLP).

	
		Features contributions by the top researchers in the field, reflecting the work that is driving the discipline forward
	
		Includes an introduction to the major theoretical issues in these fields, as well as the central engineering applications that the work has produced
	
		Presents the major developments in an accessible way, explaining the close connection between scientific understanding of the computational properties of natural language and the creation of effective language technologies
	
		Serves as an invaluable state-of-the-art reference source for computational linguists and software engineers developing NLP applications in industrial research and development labs of software companies
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Python Algorithms: Mastering Basic Algorithms in the Python LanguageApress, 2010

	Python Algorithms explains the Python approach to algorithm analysis and design. Written by Magnus Lie Hetland, author of Beginning Python, this book is sharply focused on classical algorithms, but it also gives a solid understanding of fundamental algorithmic problem-solving...


		

New Perspectives on the Internet: ComprehensiveCourse Technology PTR, 2012

	NEW PERSPECTIVES ON THE INTERNET has been updated to cover the newest releases of the three main web browsers including Internet Explorer 9, Mozilla Firefox 4, and Google Chrome. With the New Perspectives critical-thinking, problem-solving approach, you will learn basic to advanced features of the Internet from Browser Basics to Electronic...


		

Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science 2008: 33rd International Symposium, MFCS 2008, Torun, Poland, August 25-29, 2008, ProceedingsSpringer, 2008
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 33rd International Symposium on Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science, MFCS 2008, held in Torun, Poland, in August 2008.
The 45 revised full papers presented together with 5 invited lectures were carefully reviewed and selected from 119 submissions. All current aspects in theoretical...





	

PHP Arrays: Single, Multi-dimensional, Associative and Object Arrays in PHP 7Apress, 2016

	Gain an in-depth understanding of PHP 7 arrays. After a quick overview of PHP 7, each chapter concentrates on single, multi-dimensional, associative, and object arrays. PHP Arrays is a first of its kind book using PHP 7 that demonstrates inserting, appending, updating, and deleting array data.


	This book also covers...


		

How to Do Everything with Your iMac, 4th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	The original idea of How to Do Everything with Your iMac was a simple one. The iMac is a complete computer with a wonderful bundle of applications that enable you to do just about anything you need a computer to do. So, I wanted my book on the iMac to be as comprehensive as possible, teaching the reader how to be productive while enjoying...


		

Mastering Mountain Bike Skills - 2nd EditionHuman Kinetics, 2010

	Would you rather repeat old failures or create new successes? If you’re satisfied with your riding, keep doing what you’re doing. If you want to ride better/safer/ faster, you must consciously practice the skills that will get you there.


	One thing at a time. Whenever you’re out riding, concentrate on one skill or...
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